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Figure 2. Normalized along-channel half width and curvature signals for modern tidal
(A,C-E) and fluvial (B, F-G) channels
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A trans-peninsular seaway has been hypothesized to explain genetic
divergence within species of land plants and animals observed between
populations in northern and southern Baja California, Mexico.
This study aims to reconstruct the paleo-sea level using analysis of relict
channel planforms as a test of the trans-peninsular seaway hypothesis .
Despite forming under different spatial and temporal flow conditions,
the planform geometries of fluvial and tidal channels are remarkably
similar. Existing planform metrics cannot reliably differentiate between
channel types.
Relict channels of unknown origin are preserved on uplifted, low-relief
surfaces from 30-450 m elevation on the central Baja California
Peninsula (Fig. 1)
Tidal channels are robust sea level indicators, and identifying relict tidal
channels at elevation provides constraints on paleo-sea level.
We propose to develop a classification system to differentiate tidal and
fluvial channels through geometric and spectral analysis of channel
width and curvature signals of modern channels, and apply them to relict
channels of unknown origin.
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to relict channels to identify
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Conclusions

• Tidal channels display a quasi-exponential increase in channel width
downstream and non-stationary channel curvature signals.
• Fluvial channels display a linear increase in channel width downstream, and
comparatively stationary channel curvature signals
• Preliminary analysis of a relict channel in central Baja California (Fig. 1C)
reveals curvature and width signals similar to modern tidal channels,
suggesting a tidal origin and a paleo-sea level of ~55m at the time of
formation.
• Distinct differences in the width and curvature signals highlight the
importance of further analysis to extract metrics with which channels of
unknown origin can be classified.
• Tidal channels are robust sea-level indicators, and identifying them at
elevation allows for well constrained paleo-sea level reconstructions.
• In central Baja California, identifying tidal channels at elevation, in
conjunction with sedimentary and stratigraphic evidence, could support a
trans-peninsular seaway hypothesis for genetic divergence across the
peninsula
• Future work includes expanding analysis to the geometry of channel
networks, performing statistical analyses on metrics derived from the
curvature signal and channel network rasters, testing the classification
system on set of known channels, and developing self-contained software
tools for extraction and analysis of planform data from individual channel
reaches and n.

Figure 1. A) Overview imagery of the central Baja California Peninsula; B,C) Relict channels preserved
between 50-60 m with locations shown on the overview map.
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Figure 4. A) Normalized along-channel width and B) normalized along-channel
curvature Predictors
for Baja Relict
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Figure 3. Wavelet spectra with multiple loop trees and along-channel fattening/skewing
parameters for modern tidal (A,C) and fluvial (B,D) channels.
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